Abstract Response inhibition deficits are widely believed to be at the core of Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). Several studies have examined neural architectural correlates of ADHD, but research directly examining structural correlates of response inhibition is lacking. Here we examine the relationship between response inhibition as measured by a Go/No Go task, and cortical surface area and thickness of the caudal inferior frontal gyrus (cIFG), a region
implicated in functional imaging studies of response inhibition, in a sample of 114 young adults with and without ADHD diagnosed initially during childhood. We used multiple linear regression models to test the hypothesis that Go/No Go performance would be associated with cIFG surface area or thickness. Results showed that poorer Go/No Go performance was associated with thicker cIFG cortex, and this effect was not mediated by ADHD status or history of substance use. However, independent of Go/No Go performance, persistence of ADHD symptoms and more frequent cannabis use were associated with thinner cIFG. Go/No Go performance was not associated with cortical surface area. The association between poor inhibitory functioning and thicker cIFG suggests that maturation of this region may differ in low performing participants. An independent association of persistent ADHD symptoms and frequent cannabis use with thinner cIFG cortex suggests that distinct neural mechanisms within this region may play a role in inhibitory function, broader ADHD symptomatology, and cannabis use. These results contribute to Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) by revealing novel associations between neural architectural phenotypes and basic neurobehavioral processes measured dimensionally.
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Recent initiatives such as the Research Domain Criteria (RDoC; Insel et al. 2010) highlight the need to focus on dimensional behavioral and biological phenotypes that underlie multiple overlapping disorders. Response inhibition, one such phenotype, is defined as the ability to inhibit a prepotent response to a stimulus or event, stop an ongoing response pattern, and control interference from competing stimuli or events (Barkley 1997a (Barkley , 1999 . Deficits in response inhibition have been observed in several disorders, including anxiety and mood disorders (Wright et al. 2014) , schizophrenia (Ethridge et al. 2014) , and substance use disorders (Groman et al. 2009 ). However, response inhibition is most notably disrupted in hyperactive and combined subtypes of Attention-Deficit/ Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD; Barkley 1997b) . ADHD is one of the most commonly diagnosed neurodevelopmental disorders in childhood, affecting approximately 5 % of school-age children (Faraone et al. 2003; Polanczyk et al. 2007) . It is believed to persist into adulthood in about 50 % of children who are diagnosed with the disorder (Simon et al. 2009) , and estimates of its prevalence in adulthood are 3 to 5 % in nonclinical individuals (Biederman 2005) and as much as 16.8 % in psychiatric outpatient settings (Almeida Montes et al. 2007) . Therefore, understanding the neural correlates of response inhibition is of great interest. The purpose of the current study is to examine whether cortical surface area and thickness of the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), a region that has been linked to response inhibition in the functional imaging literature, covary with response inhibition performance in adults who vary widely in their inhibitory functioning (i.e., a combined sample of participants who were diagnosed with ADHD in childhood and those who were not), independent of their diagnostic status. A secondary aim of this study is to determine whether any noted associations are linked to response inhibition per se, or whether they are mediated by the high rates of substance use in these individuals.
A behavioral task commonly used to measure response inhibition is the Go/No Go task, a type of continuous performance test (Conners et al. 2003; Rosvold et al. 1956 ). This task requires the participant to respond repeatedly to nontarget stimuli (e.g., all letters except BX^), and then, on infrequent BNo Go^trials, inhibit that prepotent response when the target stimulus (e.g., the letter BX^) appears. Several performance dimensions are measured with this task, including sustained attention over the course of the task, tendency to miss non-target stimuli (i.e., omission errors), and tendency to respond on BNo Go^trials (i.e., commission errors). Early studies have demonstrated that the Go/No Go task is sensitive to ADHD symptomatology (Trommer et al. 1988 ) and response to stimulant medication (Trommer and Hoeppner 1991) in children, and more recently, Tamm and colleagues (2013) showed that young adults who were diagnosed with ADHD in childhood made significantly more commission errors on the Go/No Go task than comparison subjects.
A large functional imaging literature using the Go/No Go and other similar tasks implicates fronto-striatal neural circuitry in response inhibition processes (Chambers et al. 2009; Stevens et al. 2007) . Early studies have shown activation on this task that is distributed across the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, the orbitofrontal cortex, and the caudate nucleus, and it has been hypothesized that these regions support various functional demands of this task from response inhibition itself to working memory, error processing, and voluntary movement, respectively (Casey et al. 1997; Liddle et al. 2001; Menon et al. 2001) . The cerebellum has also been linked to performance (Liddle et al. 2001; Menon et al. 2001) , presumably due to its role in motor response execution. More recent studies have zeroed in on the IFG as playing a critical role in cognitive control and response inhibition (Aron et al. , 2014 . Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have linked performance on the Go/No Go task to functional responses in the IFG specifically in adults with ADHD (Dibbets et al. 2009; Epstein et al. 2007; Sebastian et al. 2012) . However, evidence for structural correlates of response inhibition in adults with ADHD is limited, particularly with regard to the IFG.
To our knowledge, no studies have examined the structural correlates of Go/No Go task performance in adults with a history of ADHD. However, a number of structural MRI (sMRI) studies have examined correlates of ADHD in adults. A series of reports by Almeida Montes and colleagues has shown that adults with ADHD have reduced cortical thickness in the right superior frontal cortex (Almeida Montes et al. 2010 ) and right frontoparietal cortex (Almeida Montes et al. 2012) , and that the severity of their ADHD symptoms correlates negatively with thickness in these regions. These reports also reveal reduced grey matter volume in the caudate nucleus (Almeida Montes et al. 2010) and, specifically in women, reduced grey matter density in the right cerebellum (Almeida Montes et al. 2011 ) in these individuals. Other studies have found decreased volume and/or cortical thickness in the orbitofrontal, dorsolateral, and anterior and posterior cingulate regions (Cubillo and Rubia 2010; Makris et al. 2007 ). The only study to find thinner cortex specifically in part of the IFG (i.e., pars opercularis) among participants with ADHD (Batty et al. 2010) found this in children and adolescents rather than adults. Another study showed thinner cortex in a large cluster that included parietal, temporal, and posterior frontal regions (including parts of the IFG) roughly corresponding to the dorsal attentional network and limbic areas in adults who were diagnosed with ADHD in childhood and in those with persistent adult ADHD (Proal et al. 2011) . Interestingly, these authors noted that the children with ADHD performed more poorly on a Go/No Go task, but they did not directly test the relationship between Go/No Go performance and thickness of the IFG. Yet another sMRI study found that thinning in PFC regions was specifically related to persistence of ADHD symptoms over time, especially inattentive symptoms (Shaw et al. 2013 ). The associations with persistence of symptoms highlighted in the latter two studies suggest that understanding neurocognitive phenotypes that either differ as a function of persistence, or alternatively, persist even after controlling for this factor, may be of particular interest.
The primary aim of the current study was to examine the association between response inhibition and cortical surface area and thickness in the IFG, independent of the presence or persistence of ADHD. Indeed, an important limitation of the studies noted above is that they did not employ methods that carefully differentiate cortical thickness and surface area and examine each separately. This is likely an important distinction because these two cortical phenotypes are conflated in measures of cortical volume and they follow different developmental trajectories . They also appear to be influenced by different cellular mechanisms and genetic factors (Chen et al. 2012; Panizzon et al. 2009 ). Consistent with RDoC, investigating these two phenotypes independent of diagnostic status allows us to examine the correlates of the underlying dimensional phenotype by taking advantage of the wide variability in inhibitory functioning, while also ensuring that any noted findings are not driven simply by the diagnosis per se.
Due to the high rates of substance use in young adults with poor inhibitory functioning and/or ADHD, a secondary aim of the current study was to determine whether apparent structural correlates of response inhibition are really attributable to substance use. Adolescents and adults with ADHD are up to twice as likely as their peers to use illicit substances, including cannabis (Faraone et al. 2007 ) and alcohol (Molina et al. 2007 ). Long-term cannabis use in youth has been shown to impair executive functions, including response inhibition (Gruber et al. 2012; Lisdahl and Price 2012; Pope and YurgelunTodd 1996; Solowij et al. 2002) , placing ADHD users at potentially higher risk and creating a potential confound in the current literature. Adolescent abstainers with a history of cannabis use who showed no differences in performance on a Go/ No Go task still showed increased processing effort during inhibition trials in a wide range of cortical regions (Tapert et al. 2007) . Alcohol abuse has also been shown to impact neuropsychological functioning broadly (Brown et al. 2000) , and has been associated with altered frontal and parietal circuitry (Tapert et al. 2004) . Thus cannabis and/or alcohol use could at least partially account for the observed associations between executive functioning and neural architecture in adolescents and adults with ADHD, although few studies have examined their influence on response inhibition and IFG structure in adults with and without ADHD.
With regard to our first aim, we hypothesized that variability in performance on the Go/No Go task would be associated with variability in relative cortical surface area (regionalization) and/ or cortical thickness in the IFG. Importantly, we predicted that, consistent with a direct relationship between these phenotypes, the association would remain after controlling for childhood ADHD diagnosis and persistence of adult ADHD symptoms. In other words, we hoped to establish that the association between IFG architecture and inhibitory functioning would not be accounted for by mediating factors related to ADHD diagnosis per se. While thinner cortex has been observed in individuals with ADHD in a number of regions, it has also been associated with more mature brains in developmental studies Sowell et al. 2004; Squeglia et al. 2013; Tamnes et al. 2010a, b; Wierenga et al. 2014) . Since poor response inhibition has been associated with both ADHD and less mature brains, we remained agnostic regarding the directions of the hypothesized associations with cortical metrics. We also predicted that significant structural correlates of response inhibition would not be mediated by substance use.
Methods Participants
Participants in the current study were recruited from the longitudinal follow-up to the Multimodal Treatment of ADHD (MTA) study. This sample originally consisted of 579 children ages 7 to 9 with ADHD combined type (M=8.5 years, SD= 0.8 years), 465 of whom were male (80 %), who were followed over the course of a 14-month randomized clinical trial of four treatment strategies; medication management, behavior therapy, combined medication management and behavior therapy, and community comparison. The recruitment strategy and diagnostic procedures for these participants were detailed by the MTA Cooperative Group (1999). Briefly, participants were included if they met DSM-IV criteria for ADHD Combined Type using the Diagnostic Interview Schedule for Children (DISC), parent report, version 3.0. Exclusion criteria were limited to conditions or environmental situations that would have prevented full participation in the study. Common comorbid diagnoses were not excluded unless they were serious enough to require separate treatment that could confound results. In addition, a local normative comparison group (LCNG; n=289) was recruited at 24 months to reflect the demographics of the ADHD sample. Both of these groups were followed longitudinally at years 3, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16 .
Participants for the current study were recruited from those undergoing the year 14 or 16 follow-up visits. Each group in the current sample was enriched for cannabis use based on year 14 or 16 substance use ratings on the Substance Use Questionnaire (Molina and Pelham 2003; Molina et al. 2013) . A total of 129 participants were recruited for neuroimaging and neuropsychological assessment. This sample was comprised of 88 participants who carried a childhood ADHD diagnosis (44 of whom were cannabis users), and 41 LNCG participants (20 of whom were cannabis users). Of these, 122 participants had neuroimaging data that passed quality control, and 119 of these also completed the Go/No Go task. Four of these participants were excluded due to lack of information regarding current ADHD status as described below. One was excluded due to inconsistencies between self-and observerreports of cannabis and alcohol use. Written informed consent was completed by all participants prior to initiation of procedures.
The final sample of 114 participants (94 males) ranged in age from 21 to 27 years (M=24.6, SD=1.26). By self-report, the sample was 62.3 % Caucasian (n=71), 17.5 % African American (n = 20), 7.9 % Hispanic/Latino (n =9), 2.6 % Asian (n=3), 7.0 % mixed race/ethnicity, and 2.6 % Other (n=3). Seventy-eight of these participants carried a childhood diagnosis of ADHD, and 53 participants from this ADHD group met criteria for persistence of ADHD symptoms into adulthood. Additional demographic information for this sample is provided by ADHD diagnostic group in Table 1 .
Measures
Young adult ADHD persistence Current ADHD status was used as a covariate in the primary analyses for the current study. Participants who were originally diagnosed with ADHD in childhood were classified in adulthood as either Bpersistent^or Bdesistant^based on self-and/or parentreport data from the Conners' Adult ADHD Rating Scale (CAARS; Conners et al. 1999 ) at either year 12, 14, or 16 of the primary MTA study. Participants were classified as Bpersistent^if they had either a self-report or a parent-report (or both) suggestive of persistent symptoms as defined by having at least 4 symptoms in at least one domain (i.e., inattentive, hyperactive/impulsive) that were endorsed at a level 2 (Bpretty much, often^) or 3 (Bvery much, very frequently^) response. They were classified as Bdesistant^if they had both a self-report and a parent-report, and neither was suggestive of symptom persistence. Further details regarding this persistence measure can be found in Sibley et al. (in preparation) . For the purpose of covarying for BADHD status^in the current study, this variable was turned into a three level ordinal measure in which the lowest level was the comparison group who were never diagnosed with ADHD in childhood. The ADHD desistant group was the intermediate level, and the ADHD persistent group was the highest level. Four participants were excluded because they could not be classified in terms of ADHD persistence, as they only had one report measure (self-or parent-report, but not both), and that measure did not indicate persistence.
Substance use measures In order to test for mediating effects of substance use in the current study, cannabis and alcohol use over the past year were quantified using participants' self-reports on the Substance Use Questionnaire Molina and Pelham 2003) . The cannabis use measure was the response to an item estimating the frequency of cannabis use in the past year (e.g., once a month, once a week, once a day, etc.). The alcohol measure was the response to an item estimating the frequency with which the participant drank five or more drinks in a single session (i.e., binge drinking).
Go/No Go response inhibition task The Go/No Go task is a response inhibition measure that is based on the Conners Continuous Performance Test (Conners and Staff 2004) . It requires participants to respond, by pressing the spacebar, to a variety of non-target stimuli (i.e., individually presented letters on a screen) while inhibiting their response to a specific target stimulus (the letter BX^). Target and non-target stimuli appear individually on the computer screen for 250 milliseconds followed by presentation of a fixation cross for the duration of the interstimulus interval. Participants completed 360 trials. A ratio of 10 % target stimuli and 90 % non-target stimuli was maintained. Based on findings from Tamm et al. (2013) that ADHD and LNCG participants differed significantly on percent of commission errors on the Go/No Go task, this was chosen as our Go/No Go measure of interest.
Neuroimaging procedure
High-resolution anatomical MPRAGE T1-weighted images (TR/TE/TI=2170/5.56/1100 ms, 160 sagittal slices, TH= 1.2 mm, in-plane resolution=1x1mm) were acquired along with T2-weighted images (TR/TE=6440/67 ms) co-planar to the functional acquisitions. Pulse sequence parameters used across scanner manufacturers and models were optimized for equivalence in contrast properties and consistency in imagederived quantitative measures.
All data included in the current study underwent detailed evaluation to assess the quality and accuracy of the brain measures. Standardized quality control procedures were followed for both raw data and data at various processing stages. This included visual inspection ratings by trained imaging technicians and automated quality control algorithms, both testing general image characteristics as well as aspects specific to each imaging modality, such as contrast properties, registrations, and artifacts from motion and other sources. Morphometric analysis of structural MRI data was performed using a specialized processing stream that is based upon FreeSurfer, with additional corrections and analyses developed at the UC San Diego Multimodal Imaging Laboratory. Briefly, Freesurfer yields a semi-automated surface-based analysis in which images are preprocessed for spatial (Talairach) and signal intensity normalization; brain tissues are segmented by labeling white matter, gray matter, and subcortical and cerebellar regions, and volumes are calculated (Dale et al. 1999) ; outer gray matter and white matter boundaries are identified to define the cortical surface and converted to a mesh of over 150,000 tessellated vertices to allow point-to-point surface measures; and cortical thickness (in millimeters) is measured as the distance between corresponding vertices of the white matter and gray matter surfaces (Fischl and Dale 2000) .
The IFG region of interest (ROI) examined here was defined with a novel genetically-informed cortical parcellation scheme (Chen et al. 2012) . These authors used a fuzzy clustering method to analyze the matrix of genetic correlations among vertex-wise estimates of cortical surface expansion in a sample of 406 monozygotic and dizygotic twins. This clustering method resulted in a human brain atlas based solely on genetically informative data. Using silhouette coefficients, these authors determined that the optimal genetic clustering solution included 12 parcels that are largely bilaterally symmetric, each corresponding closely to meaningful structural and functional brain regions. For the current study, partial membership-weighted averages of voxel expansion factors were computed for the cluster labeled 5 by Chen et al. (Fig. 1) , a cluster that subtends pars opercularis and some of pars triangularis of the IFG. This parcel was chosen because it corresponds with the caudal IFG region most frequently linked in previous studies to inhibitory function and ADHD-related functional abnormalities, and because there is evidence that individual differences in the relative surface area of this region are influenced by genetic factors that are distinct from genetic factors influencing relative surface area of other regions. Hereafter we refer to this ROI as caudal IFG (cIFG).
Statistical analyses
The two primary hypotheses for the current study were that variability in Go/No Go commission errors would predict variability in 1) relative cortical surface area (surface regionalization) of cIFG and 2) cortical thickness of cIFG, independent of ADHD status. These hypotheses were tested using multiple linear regression models to estimate the effects of Go/No Go performance on each cortical phenotype separately, in each case controlling for childhood ADHD status and persistence of adult ADHD. Because imaging data were collected at 6 different sites, scanner was entered as a covariate of no interest in each of these models. Because cortical architecture is known to vary with age and gender (Wierenga et al. 2014 ), we entered age and gender as additional covariates in all models. Finally, the regionalization hypothesis (hypothesis 1) involved using total cortical surface area as a covariate in the model in order to test for associations with surface area of the cIFG ROI relative to the entire cortex. Because there were two primary hypotheses, a bonferroni-corrected p-value of .025 was required for significance of the Go/No Go effect in these ROI analyses. Significant results were followed up with secondary multiple linear regression analyses to determine whether findings were mediated by substance use (recent cannabis and binge alcohol use). All ROI analyses were performed using the JMP 11 statistical package. Preliminary analyses also examined the possible mediating effects of ethnicity, socioeconomic status, IQ, and current medication use. However, these variables were left out of the primary analyses because they did not approach significance, and their inclusion would have reduced the sample size and the power to detect hypothesized effects. In secondary analyses we also examined whether results differed by hemisphere. They did not, so results are presented for the bilateral cIFG ROI.
Results
Demographics Table 1 provides demographic information and descriptive statistics for each ADHD diagnostic group, as well as statistical tests (i.e., ANOVA or Chi-Square) of the differences between groups. The groups were not statistically different in terms of gender, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, IQ, current medication use, or cannabis use or binge drinking over the past year. The groups differed statistically in terms of age, with LNCG participants being significantly younger than both the persistent ADHD participants (t = 2.86, p <0.01) and the desistant ADHD participants (t=2.02, p<0.05). The ADHD persistent and desistant groups were not significantly different in age. The groups also differed significantly in terms of their percentage of commission errors on the Go/No Go task (Fig. 2) . These group differences persisted in an ANCOVA controlling for age and gender (F = 12.5702, p < .001). Desistant participants made significantly more errors than LNCG participants (t=2.28, p<.05) and significantly fewer errors than persistent participants (t=2.06, p<.05).
Primary analyses
In order to test the hypothesis that Go/No Go performance was significantly associated with relative surface area of the cIFG, we ran a linear regression model predicting cIFG surface area from percent Go/No Go commission errors while covarying for scanner, age, gender, and ADHD persistence status (Table 2) . Importantly, we also included total surface area as a covariate because we were interested in the effect of Go/No Go performance on cIFG surface area relative to the entire cortex (regionalization of the cIFG). Results of the effect of gender on surface area approached significance (t=1.90, p<.10), but there was no significant effect of Go/No Go performance or ADHD persistence. Consequently, no follow-up analyses were conducted on cortical surface area.
We ran a similar model predicting cortical thickness in the cIFG (Table 2) . Results indicated a significant association between Go/No Go performance and cIFG thickness (t=3.09, p<.01), independent of ADHD status, such that more commission errors (poorer performance) were associated with thicker cIFG. ADHD status was also a significant predictor of cIFG thickness (p<.05), but, surprisingly the effect associated with persistent ADHD was in the opposite direction from the Go/No Go performance results. Although we did not hypothesize a direction for the relationship between Go/No Go performance and cIFG thickness, we did expect that continuing to have ADHD symptoms (i.e., persistent ADHD) would show a similar relationship to cIFG thickness as making more Go/No Go commission errors, particularly given the highly significant differences in commission errors between ADHD groups. However, while more Go/No Go commission errors were associated with thicker cortex, ADHD persistence was associated with thinner cortex when both factors were modeled simultaneously. To examine these opposing effects separately, we tested two reduced models, one with Go/No Go performance but leaving out ADHD status, and one with ADHD status leaving out Go/No Go performance. Without ADHD status in the model, Go/No Go performance was still significantly associated with cIFG thickness in the positive direction (t=2.18, p<.05). Without Go/No Go performance in the model, the effect of ADHD status no longer approached significance (Group F=0.8582, p>.40) . Fig. 3 shows mean thickness of the cIFG for each group. We further sought to determine whether the direction and/or strength of the association between Go/No Go performance and cIFG thickness depends on childhood or current ADHD status. We added a performance by group interaction to the primary thickness model, but this interaction was not significant (Group F=1.0525, p>.30).
Secondary analyses
Substance use We next wanted to determine whether the association between Go/No Go performance and cIFG thickness was mediated by substance use. To do this, we added pastyear use of both cannabis and alcohol to the previous model. Neither of these substance use variables was a significant predictor of cIFG thickness, nor did either mediate the association between Go/No Go performance and cIFG thickness, which remained significant (t=3.26, p<.01).
IFG specificity Results thus far have indicated a significant association between Go/No Go performance and cortical thickness in the cIFG, independent of ADHD status and substance use. However we were also interested in whether Go/ No Go performance was specifically or disproportionately related to cIFG thickness, or whether it related to thickness more globally. We therefore tested the same model predicting global cortical thickness. These results indicated a significant association (t=2.08, p<.05) such that more commission errors predicted thicker cortex globally. None of the other variables in this model were significant predictors of global thickness. Because Go/No Go performance was a significant predictor of cortical thickness globally, we decided to include the latter as a covariate in the previous model predicting cIFG thickness to see if there was still a disproportionately larger effect in the cIFG. The results of this model are shown in Table 3 . The Go/ No Go effect on cIFG thickness remained significant (t=2.65, p<.01) despite the inclusion of global thickness. The ADHD status effect (Group F=4.4827, p<.05) and the cannabis use effect (t=−2.12, p<.05) were also significant in this model. Thus, poorer Go/No Go performance was related to disproportionately thicker cortex in the cIFG, while ADHD status and cannabis use were related to disproportionately thinner cortex in the cIFG.
Because our analyses indicated significant Go/No Go effects on cortical thickness globally, we produced exploratory vertex maps showing the anatomical distribution of these thickness effects across the cortex, controlling for scanner, age, gender, ADHD status, cannabis use, and alcohol use (Fig. 4) . This was done using a version of the PING Data Exploration Portal (Bartsch et al. 2014 ) that was developed for the MTA neuroimaging study. These maps show that Go/No Go performance effects are strongest (yellow) in the cIFG bilaterally, also stretching into the inferior motor and sensory strips in the right hemisphere.
Discussion
The current study is, to our knowledge, the first to examine the relationship between response inhibition (as measured by percentage of commission errors on the Go/No Go task) and both cortical surface area and thickness in the same cohort. Based on previous work on the neural correlates of response inhibition (Aron 2007; Chambers et al. 2009; Dibbets et al. 2009; Epstein et al. 2007; Sebastian et al. 2012; Stevens et al. 2007 ), we were particularly interested in associations with surface area and thickness in the caudal inferior frontal gyrus (cIFG), which we defined using a novel genetically-informed, data-driven cortical parcellation scheme (Chen et al. 2012) . These associations were investigated in a cohort of young adults who were either diagnosed with ADHD in childhood, or recruited as part of a typically developing local normative comparison group. The ADHD group was further classified as either persistent or desistant in their ADHD symptomatology. Given this composition, the sample was enriched for the full range of inhibitory functioning. The sample was, by design, also enriched for cannabis use, allowing us to test whether substance use mediates any observed associations between task performance and cortical surface area or thickness.
Our primary finding in this study was that, independent of childhood or current ADHD, poorer response inhibition was associated with thicker cortex in the inferior frontal gyrus. This is perhaps not surprising given the developmental trajectories of response inhibition and cortical thinning. Many studies have shown that older adolescents and young adults Fig. 3 Thickness of the inferior frontal gyrus by ADHD status; error bars reflect one standard error. LNCG local normative comparison group perform better and more efficiently than children on response inhibition tasks, and that inhibitory processes have a protracted course of maturation (Johnstone et al. 2007; 2005; Jonkman 2006; Tamm et al. 2002) . Structural MRI studies demonstrate that typical development is characterized by a fairly linear trajectory of cortical thinning that extends at least into early adulthood Sowell et al. 2004; Tamnes et al. 2010a; Wierenga et al. 2014) . It may therefore follow that less mature inhibitory control might be associated with an alteration of the process of cortical thinning (i.e., thicker cortex) in young adults, particularly in those regions mediating response inhibition. In addition to the specific association we hypothesized between Go/No Go performance and cIFG thickness, we also found a weaker association with our measure of global (mean) cortical thickness. This is consistent with the possibility that effects extend beyond our region of interest. However, the exploratory map suggests that the effect size peaks in the cIFG region, and indeed the effect in the cIFG ROI persists when global thickness is a covariate in the model. While the specific associations observed here between Go/No Go performance and cIFG thickness have not been reported previously, this general trend is consistent with previous findings that better and/or faster maturing cognitive performance, including on inhibitory tasks, was associated with thinner cortex in adolescents (Squeglia et al. 2013; Tamnes et al. 2010b ). Seemingly at odds with this result, however, is our finding that, independent of task performance, ADHD status in these young adults was modestly associated with thinner cortex in the cIFG. ADHD has been associated with thinner cortex in many areas, including the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, anterior and posterior cingulate cortex, and the temporooccipito-parietal junction (Makris et al. 2007; Shaw et al. 2006) , particularly with regard to the persistence of inattentive symptoms (Shaw et al. 2013) . There is one study in adults that notes thinner cortex in the IFG associated with ADHD (Proal et al. 2011) , and one additional study in children reporting this same association (Batty et al. 2010) . Here, an ADHD association with decreased thickness only reaches significance if one controls for the association with Go/No Go task performance in the same model. Therefore, it appears that our findings suggesting thinner cortex in the cIFG associated with ADHD diagnosis only when controlling for the level of inhibitory control, but thicker cIFG cortex in participants with poor inhibitory control, reveal two distinct factors relating to cIFG thickness in ADHD, one more strongly associated with response inhibition than the other. Interestingly, one fMRI study found that, during a controlled version of a Stop Signal Task, the right IFG was recruited in response to the stimulus regardless of whether an inhibitory response or any motor response at all was required (Hampshire et al. 2010) , and the authors interpreted this as evidence for the role of rIFG in attention to and detection of salient stimuli. This is consistent with a prominent theory of attention suggesting that the cIFG, particularly in the right hemisphere, is crucial for directing attention toward relevant and/or salient environmental cues (Corbetta and Shulman 2002) . However, other investigators (Swann et al. 2012) provide evidence from electrocorticography suggesting that the rIFG also contributes to Bstopping^, i.e., inhibition, per se. Thus, possibly, processes altering the normal course of cortical thinning in cIFG give rise to inhibitory deficits, and distinct neural processes resulting in decreased thickness of cIFG cortex contribute to other functions of IFG affected in ADHD. These findings may reflect the underlying behavioral heterogeneity of the ADHD symptom presentation and suggest that, consistent with findings by (Shaw et al. 2013) , thinning in ADHD may be more related to the inattentive components of this presentation. Whatever the cause, these data provide limited support for a general trend in the literature of associations between ADHD and thinner cortex. However, they provide stronger support for an association between poorer response inhibition and thicker cIFG cortex.
The association between Go/No Go performance and cIFG thickness was not mediated by cannabis use or alcohol binge drinking over the previous year in the current sample. Alcohol use was not a significant predictor of cIFG thickness, and the effect of cannabis use was only significant after global cortical thickness was added to the model as a covariate. Other studies of adolescent substance use have noted decreased cortical thickness to be associated with heavier cannabis use in areas surrounding the cIFG (e.g., caudal middle frontal gyrus, insula, paracentral lobule), but not specifically in the cIFG (Jacobus et al. 2014; Lopez-Larson et al. 2011) . Given the fact that cannabis effects on the cIFG were not included in our primary hypotheses, and these effects are only observed in a model controlling for global thickness, Go/No Go performance, and ADHD status in the current study, this finding needs to be replicated in future studies.
Cortical surface regionalization of the cIFG was not related to Go/No Go performance in the current study. Although we find no association here, this does not necessarily mean that there is no relationship between inhibitory functioning and surface regionalization. Cortical surface area and thickness are influenced by different genetic factors and cellular mechanisms (Chen et al. 2012; Panizzon et al. 2009) , and the time courses of their development are different. While cortical thinning occurs fairly linearly throughout development, surface area development is characterized by early expansion of the cortex followed by contraction that is heterochronous across different regions (Brown and Jernigan 2012) . It is possible that these distinct cortical phenotypes, as well as the factors that drive them, relate to behavior in different ways and at different times in development. This type of age-dependent association was recently reported between anxiety and both surface area and thickness in a sample of 287 typically developing children and adolescents ranging in age from 7 to 20. Anxiety was most strongly related to both cortical phenotypes in the youngest children (Newman et al. 2015) . Given that the current sample is comprised of young adults, the possibility of a surface area effect earlier in development should not be dismissed.
The current study has a number of strengths and limitations. Most notably, this study was conducted in a large subset of participants from the MTA study. As such, participants were well characterized, both prospectively with regard to childhood diagnoses, and with respect to current symptom persistence, past year substance use, and neuropsychological functioning. We were therefore able to examine the relationship between response inhibition and cortical structure within this context, controlling for ADHD status and testing for possible mediation effects of recent substance use. We also used state-of-the-art image processing procedures that allowed us to differentiate cortical surface area from cortical thickness rather than using traditional volumetrics that conflate these distinct aspects of cortical architecture. A limitation of the current study is that, despite being conducted within a larger longitudinal study of individuals diagnosed with ADHD in childhood, imaging data were only acquired at one time point in early adulthood. We were therefore unable to examine this association within a developmental context.
The current study begins to address questions raised by the RDoC initiative (Insel et al. 2010 ) by examining associations between neural architectural phenotypes and basic neurobehavioral processes that a) cut across disorders, and b) can be measured dimensionally. Furthermore, these results highlight the importance of such an approach by showing that the conclusions reached in such a study (i.e., poor response inhibition is associated with thicker cortex) may differ from those that would be reached by a study of diagnostic group differences (i.e., a disorder that is assumed to reflect poor inhibition is associated with thinner cortex). However, much additional work is needed in this area. As noted above, it will be crucial to examine these associations within a neurodevelopmental framework to see if the nature of these relationships differs with age (e.g., changes in the specific cortical phenotype or the direction of the association at different points in development). Such information could provide invaluable insights into the neurobiological underpinnings of a variety of disorders, and ultimately help to improve both pharmacological and behavioral treatment options.
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